
Chapter 1The Learning ProblemIf you show a piture to a three-year-old and ask if there is a tree in it, you willlikely get the orret answer. If you ask a thirty-year-old what the de�nitionof a tree is, you will likely get an inonlusive answer. We didn't learn whata tree is by studying the mathematial de�nition of trees. We learned it bylooking at trees. In other words, we learned from `data'.Learning from data is used in situations where we don't have an analytisolution, but we do have data that we an use to onstrut an empirial solu-tion. This premise overs a lot of territory, and indeed learning from data isone of the most widely used tehniques in siene, engineering, and eonomis,among other �elds.In this hapter, we present examples of learning from data and formalizethe learning problem. We also disuss the main onepts assoiated withlearning, and the di�erent paradigms of learning that have been developed.
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Chapter 2Training versus TestingBefore the �nal exam, a professor may hand out some pratie problems andsolutions to the lass. Although these problems are not the exat ones thatwill appear on the exam, studying them will help you do better. They are the`training set' in your learning.If the professor's goal is to help you do better in the exam, why not giveout the exam problems themselves? Well, nie try . Doing well in theexam is not the goal in and of itself. The goal is for you to learn the oursematerial. The exam is merely a way to gauge how well you have learned thematerial. If the exam problems are known ahead of time, your performaneon them will no longer aurately gauge how well you have learned.The same distintion between training and testing happens in learning fromdata. In this hapter, we will develop a mathematial theory that haraterizesthis distintion. We will also disuss the oneptual and pratial impliationsof the ontrast between training and testing.
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Chapter 3The Linear ModelWe often wonder how to draw a line between two ategories; right versuswrong, personal versus professional life, useful email versus spam, to name afew. A line is intuitively our �rst hoie for a deision boundary. In learning,as in life, a line is also a good �rst hoie.In Chapter 1, we (and the mahine ) learned a proedure to `draw a line'between two ategories based on data (the pereptron learning algorithm). Westarted by taking the hypothesis setH that inluded all possible lines (atuallyhyperplanes). The algorithm then searhed for a good line in H by iterativelyorreting the errors made by the urrent andidate line, in an attempt toimprove Ein. As we saw in Chapter 2, the linear model � set of lines � has asmall VC dimension and so is able to generalize well from Ein to Eout.The aim of this hapter is to further develop the basi linear model into apowerful tool for learning from data. We branh into three important prob-lems: the lassi�ation problem that we have seen and two other importantproblems alled regression and probability estimation. The three problemsome with di�erent but related algorithms, and over a lot of territory inlearning from data. As a rule of thumb, when faed with learning problems,it is generally a winning strategy to try a linear model �rst.
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Chapter 4Over�ttingParaskavedekatriaphobia1 (fear of Friday the 13th), and superstitions in gen-eral, are perhaps the most illustrious ases of the human ability to over�t.Unfortunate events are memorable, and given a few suh memorable events,it is natural to try and �nd an explanation. In the future, will there be moreunfortunate events on Friday the 13th's than on any other day?Over�tting is the phenomenon where �tting the observed fats (data) wellno longer indiates that we will get a deent out-of-sample error, and mayatually lead to the opposite e�et. You have probably seen ases of over�t-ting when the learning model is more omplex than is neessary to representthe target funtion. The model uses its additional degrees of freedom to �tidiosynrasies in the data (for example, noise), yielding a �nal hypothesis thatis inferior. Over�tting an our even when the hypothesis set ontains onlyfuntions whih are far simpler than the target funtion, and so the plot thik-ens .The ability to deal with over�tting is what separates professionals fromamateurs in the �eld of learning from data. We will over three themes:When does over�tting our? What are the tools to ombat over�tting? Howan one estimate the degree of over�tting and `ertify' that a model is good,or better than another? Our emphasis will be on tehniques that work well inpratie.
1from the Greek paraskevi (Friday), dekatreis (thirteen), phobia (fear)119



Chapter 5Three Learning PriniplesThe study of learning from data highlights some general priniples that arefasinating onepts in their own right. Having gone through the mathematialanalysis and empirial illustrations of the �rst few hapters, we have a goodfoundation from whih to artiulate some of these priniples and explain themin onrete terms.In this hapter, we will disuss three priniples. The �rst one is related tothe hoie of model and is alled Oam's razor. The other two are relatedto data; sampling bias establishes an important priniple about obtaining thedata, and data snooping establishes an important priniple about handlingthe data. A genuine understanding of these priniples will protet you fromthe most ommon pitfalls in learning from data, and allow you to interpretgeneralization performane properly.
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